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Some Craftsmen and their Houses on Fellside,
Kendal, 1655-1877
BLAKE TYSON, B.SC., PH.D.
Summary

W

ITH the notable exception of Gerald Williams (1991), most historical
studies of Kendal have paid scant attention to the town’s Fellside area
and its people, perhaps because most were poor and left few records.
This article uses an archive of thirty property deeds and other sources to identify
and trace a history of three cottages, occupied by humble tradesmen since the
mid-seventeenth century. It studies the lives and activities of numerous individuals
and reveals their social independence in the face of hardship, short life expectancy
and social deprivation. It confirms that grinding poverty, remembered at first hand
by Williams, had been endemic in Fellside for over three centuries by examining
personal affairs in detail, despite the absence of Kendal parish registers from 16321679. This handicap was ameliorated by using many apprentice records to trace
families, careers and social contacts. The evidence yields a microcosm of everyday
life and human struggle affecting people in challenging economic and environmental
conditions.

History tends to focus on affairs of people in the upper levels of society rather than on
ordinary working folk, partly because the former had positions as the main decision
makers and tended to create records for their property or business dealings and their
family affairs. Usually they were also leaders in church, local government, professional
matters and in owning property. It is far more difficult to find details of humble folk,
partly because their literacy rate was poorer, they had less need to note everyday
activities and their decisions had less impact. Such people rarely appear above the
threshold of history and, as relatively few ordinary people owned property, deeds
for the houses of weavers, tailors, shoemakers and so on are not common. Thus this
article will study 30 documents deposited in 1966 at the Record Office, Kendal, by
Miss M. Dinsdale.1 They provide detail of craftsmen and their houses in a relatively
poor part of Kendal known as Fellside, the character of which will be outlined first.
As the deeds do not give a clear location for the houses, Miss Dinsdale’s ancestors
will be traced back to links with the archive and other sources, so that the site can be
proved. The nature, ownership and occupants of various parts of the property will
then be traced back to 1654/5. To overcome problems caused by a missing volume of
the Kendal parish registers from 1632 to 1679, the town’s apprenticeship records will
provide helpful details, using a calendar which is being prepared for publication and
includes over 1,900 apprentices drawn from all levels of society in an area reaching far
beyond Cumbria.2 Its usefulness will become clear as the study develops.
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FIG. 1. Sketch map of Fellside between former burgage plots of Kendal and the Kendal Fell land, enclosed in 1767, shown in lighter tone. (Based on John
Woods’s map of Kendal (1833) and J & J Coopey, Kendal Green ... (2002), 13). The darker-toned area includes Rosemary Lane (Fig. 3).
Key: Fellside buildings shown in black. FB: Fountain Brow; TW: T’ Well spring; M: Market Place; F S: Finkle Street.
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Fellside
The wealthier Kendal businessmen generally occupied properties along the main
streets Stricklandgate, Highgate and Stramongate. Lesser tradesmen worked and
lived in yards created in burgage plots that ran back from the street frontages, or they
lived in poorer parts of town, like Far Cross Bank or Fellside (Fig. 1). The latter slopes
up steeply westwards and is squeezed in between the formerly unenclosed common
land of Kendal Fell3 and the western limit of burgages on Stricklandgate and the
northern part of Highgate.4 The roads High Fellside (now Serpentine Road) and Low
Fellside marked the two boundaries respectively and the original settlement was also
bounded by Sepulchre Lane and Fountain Brow. This tiny area had a high population
density, with houses and streets packed in where they fitted, creating a haphazard but
intimate environment. Victorian population growth led to extension southwards to
the top of Allhallows Lane and northwards beyond Stony Lane. Houses were built
of limestone rubble available over all Fellside and had slate roofs. Their form was
simple and varied. The water supply was a spring-line emerging from beneath the
limestone at places like T’ Well at the head of Fountain Brow, but was polluted by
misuse. Sanitary provision was primitive, with open drains and shared privies close to
houses, so that rife disease gave low life-expectancy. Many fathers died before sons
were apprenticed, usually at age 14 to 16, a situation likely to be worse on Fellside
than in less crowded places.
Just over 400 suitable Kendal apprenticeship indentures in the 41 years 1645-85
inclusive suggest that 52 per cent of apprentices were from Kendal/Kirkland and
dead fathers were noted in 30.3 per cent of the group; 50 per cent greater than the
20.5 per cent of dead fathers in the remaining, mainly rural, catchment area. In 51
years from 1686 to 1736 just over 1,000 entries show that 55.4 per cent of apprentices
were from the town with 34.8 per cent of fathers dead, compared to 33.3 per cent for
the other group. While the town’s percentage of dead fathers rose by about 15 per
cent, the other group suffered a rise of 62.5 per cent, to almost match Kendal’s dismal
record. As it seems unlikely that causes of death increased to that extent in rural areas
compared to towns, country folk may have seen Kendal as a good place to find jobs,
especially for fatherless boys, to give them a chance of future success, and reduce costs
of keeping them at home after the main source of income had died.
In existing literature, Fellside seems to have been generally ignored, with the
notable exception of Gerald Williams’s excellent study.5 From personal experience
and memories of old Fellsiders, he gave a stimulating topographic and sociological
appraisal of the area with illustrations. By contrast, J. F. Curwen in Kirkbie Kendall
(1900) paid little attention to Fellside, but focussed on the more affluent parts of
town. Fellside served a vital role in giving craftsmen more affordable housing and
workshop accommodation, while offering easy access to the main commercial
streets via a network of steep, narrow paths often with long flights of steps. Thus,
raw materials could be obtained and products sold more easily. Also, close contact
was possible with merchants, many of whom had national and wider connections6
so that quality, product or fashion changes might be more easily adopted. Access
to Kendal Fell was invaluable to obtain building stone, stretch cloth as it dried on
tenter frames, graze animals, and gain fresh air, recreation and firewood. With the
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benefit of hindsight, it is very regrettable that the intimate character of Fellside was
devastated in the late 1950s by politicians and planners whose desire to clear slums
lacked the sensitivity and imagination necessary for the constructive conservation of
an almost unique environment. Sadly it is now too late, but by tracing the history of
some craftsmen and their houses, this article may help to raise awareness of Fellside’s
former character and people. By working back from the present, the more recent
evidence can help interpretation of older documents.
From Miss Dinsdale to 1831
Miss Dinsdale’s deeds include her surname from an 1807 conveyance to 1877 when
Alexander Dinsdale, manager of the Cooperative stores in Burneside, redeemed a
mortgage obtained in 1856 by Alexander his father, a Kendal tailor, whose father
Alexander bought the property in 1807. On 21 June 1966 the Record Office accession
file noted that Miss M. Dinsdale lived at 7 Shap Road, Kendal. Electoral lists show
that from at least 1961 to 1968 Eleanor and Marjorie Dinsdale lived there,7 but from
1969 only Marjorie. The General Register Office (GRO) microfiche records Eleanor’s
death, aged 85, in the quarter ending June 1968. Electoral lists show Marjorie
there till 1987, but not 1988. The 1987 GRO microfiche records Marjorie’s death
registered at Lancaster, and that she was born on 6 September 1912; which checks
with records of Stricklandgate Methodist church.8 Her parents, Herbert and Eleanor
Dinsdale, also had Herbert (26 July 1906), Arthur (30 August 1908) and Frank (25
November 1910). In 1908 they lived at 9 Castle Garth. On 28 August 1905, Herbert
(34, bachelor, a solicitor’s clerk of 3 Dale End, Kendal, whose father Alexander was
a retired postmaster) married Eleanor (23, spinster of 72 Stricklandgate), daughter
of James Bownass, a boot and shoe maker.9 Herbert, born on 27 February 1871 and
baptised at the Methodist church, was a son of Alexander and Sarah Dinsdale of
Burneside who also had Alfred born 20 February 1869. The 1871 census of Burneside,
next after the Anglers Inn, lists the family as Alexander Dinsdale (46, from Kendal),
‘Shop man at Cooperative Stores’ and his wife Sarah (34) of Hesket-in-the-Forest,
Cumberland, with sons Alfred (2) and Herbert (1 month). By 1881 their father was
‘Manager of Provision Store’ and in 1891 was ‘sub-postmaster’ there with wife Sarah
and Herbert (20), solicitor’s clerk. Alfred was not listed. The direct link between Miss
Dinsdale and the deeds is clear. The post office by the Jolly Anglers closed in 2004 and
was moved to the convenience store in New Road. For easy reference, documents will
be identified by the Record Office listing number (T...) within the archive CRO (K),
WDX/ 118.
The 1910 Finance Act, Inland Revenue valuation map and schedule, proves
the properties central to this article. The schedule lists three plots,10 all owned by
Alexander Dinsdale of 3 Dale End,11 as follows:
Plot no.

Occupier

Description

3018
3019
3020

William Mitchell
Charles Poslethwaite
Edward Hine

cottage
cottage
cottage & garden
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No. 6 ‘includes 3019’
No. 6a ‘included in 3018’
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This indicates that Dinsdale owned two distinct properties, the northern one,
significantly, comprised two parts marked by a faint red line on the map. The 1860
O.S. 1:500 plan (Fig. 3) shows superb detail of the properties and clarifies a crude
sketch plan, dated 5 October 1831 (Fig. 2), that was drawn to show who owned what
after a tiny part of the property was sold by John Carlisle and his wife Jane (daughter
of Alexander Dinsdale, deceased) to Jane’s brother Alexander, tailor (T 27). For £3
they sold half ‘of a garden on High Fellside’ (Fig. 2, no. 1), lying west of the adjoining
house, late occupied by the deceased, being part of a property bought by him from
Michael Carradus, on 27 June 1807 (T 22), a sale which will be detailed later.
The Fellside property in 1831 and associated family affairs
Before discussing the plans the family situation will be clarified. Describing himself as
‘meal and flour dealer’, Alexander Dinsdale made his will on 19 October 1827 (recited
in T 27), leaving his property on High Fellside, with the garden noted above, to his
son Alexander and daughter Jane (Carlisle) equally. A codicil of 26 February 1829,
left them equally a plot bought from John Dawson on 18 July 1828 (T 26). It will be
traced later. Dinsdale was buried on 7 September 1831, aged 68,12 so was born about
1762-3. His son, born on 20 October 1805 will be studied shortly. Jane, born on
13 October 1804, married John Carlisle, shoemaker, on 16 October 1826 at Holy
Trinity Church, Kendal. The Stricklandgate Methodist registers note the births of
their children: Alexander (29 February 1828),13 George (28 December 1829); William
(6 April 1832); Eleanor (2 July 1834) and John (22 July 1836), and the burial of
Jane’s mother Eleanor (alias Ellen) on 10 April 1816 aged 42, so she was born about
1773-4.
The 1831 conveyance plan showed owners of all parts of the site to avoid argument.
John Carlisle and his wife Jane owned no. 6 on Fig. 2. Jane’s brother owned numbers
2 and 3 (occupied by him and Stephen Tarn respectively), a coal hole (no. 4) and
east of the house, the northern half of the garden (no. 5) bought by their father from
John Dawson in 1828 (hence the codicil), half of a path dividing it from the other
half (no. 8) and an undivided share of the ‘necessary’ (privy) and dunghill stead.
Alexander gained just half of the west garden. It exists overgrown, several feet higher
than the narrow road, behind a high wall but with access now blocked, opposite to
the modern replacement houses. The steeply sloping garden would be of little use
to Jane but gave Alexander control of access to Tarn’s upper floor rooms through
the garden and over a walkway across the front of the privy and dunghill.14 While
not a salubrious entrance, it indicates how population pressure could force social
adaptation of a humble building. The redeveloped Rosemary Lane is uninspiring, and
poorer for losing it. The 1831 plan does not show the division between numbers 2
and 6, but the valuation map shows that they were of about equal size. Figure 2 shows
them sharing a common entry. Both will be shown to date from the mid-seventeenth
century. The Carlisles also owned the next house (Fig. 2, no. 7), bought by Jane’s
father from the heirs of Miles Troughton on 7 May 1824 (T 25), presumably as a
gift for Jane before her marriage in 1826. Thus the east garden backed onto all three
houses. The Troughton house was tenanted by Mary Nelson who lived till 1833.15 If
Jane Carlisle became widowed, it would have provided some income for her.
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FIG. 2. Plan of the Rosemary Lane property redrawn from the 1831 conveyance of Jane Carlisle’s half of
the garden to her brother Alexander Dinsdale. 1. The ‘garden west of the adjoining house’ 2. Alexander’s
house (ground floor) 3. Upper floor of his house, occupied by Stephen Tarn. Access was from the garden
by an elevated walkway over the shared dunghill and privy. Both 2 and 3 formed the house built by John
Pepper in 1655. 4. Dinsdale’s coal-hole. 5. His part of the back garden. 8. Jane’s half of that garden. Her
father bought 5 and 8 from John Dawson, 1828. 7. House bought by Jane’s father from the heirs of Miles
Troughton, 1824. 6. Jane Carlisle’s house, owned by Bartholomew Rowlandson until 1669/70. Before
1665 he converted it from a barn formerly owned by Richard Bowman. (CRO (K), WDX/118, T 27)

Properties purchased by Alexander Dinsdale in the 1820s
Miles Troughton’s former house can be traced back from when, as a Fellside weaver,
he made a will on 14 January 1808, appointing Adam Hodgson, cooper, and Richard
Carter, weaver, as executors. In 1824 Troughton’s five surviving children were John
Troughton of Eamont Bridge, joiner and carpenter; Betty married to John Thompson,
whitesmith; Ann married to Thomas Foxcroft, shoemaker; Jane married to Thomas
Harrison, shoemaker; and Emma married to William Haliday, house carpenter. The
four couples lived in Kendal. On 7 May 1824, all five heirs and both executors sold a
dwelling house and garden, of customary rent one penny,16 on Fellside to Alexander
Dinsdale, brewer, for £30 (T 25). It was occupied by Edmond Nelson. The ‘wall on
the south end of the premises’, adjoining the property of John Thompson was ‘to
be a party wall’. Troughton bought the property from Thomas Garnett, a weaver
of Fellside, for £8 on 13 February 1790 (T 19). As the occupier, on 12 June 1772
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FIG. 3. Redrawn extract enlarged from O.S. 1:500 plan of Kendal (1861), showing the Rosemary Lane
property (toned) and labelled to show streets and how the 1831 conveyance plan and the Inland Revenue
(1910) map numbers relate to the premises. Richard Hall found the northern part of the plan.
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Garnet purchased it for £12, from Matthew Shepherd, a Kendal bellman,17 whose
father Edward Shepherd had owned it (T 18). Thus Thomas Garnett was a tenant
weaver who actually managed to buy his house, but the deeds do not allow earlier
study of this property. In 1910 Alexander Dinsdale of 3 Dale End owned it as plot
3020 on the Inland Revenue map. To reach his and Marjorie Dinsdale’s possession,
either the Carlisles sold the Troughton house to her side of the family or the deeds
were inherited, but the archive offers no proof.
The east garden was bought by Alexander Dinsdale on 18 July 1828 for £16, from
draper John Dawson, who owned the land from Dinsdale’s house to Grandy Nook18
(See Fig. 1) The purchase (T 26) was in two plots, first, land measuring just 12 yds
2 ft by 14 yds 6 in. on the south-west corner of an enclosure called Holm Parrock, with
abutments: on the east, occupied by James Squires (Dawson’s tenant farmer); on the
west, by Dinsdale’s house; on the north, a ‘foot road’ linking parts of Dawson’s land; on
the south, land of John Bennett and occupied by John Carradus. It had pear and other
fruit trees and berries. The other plot was still smaller, 8 yds 2 ft by 2 yds 2 ft, with the
same foot road (path) to the north and Dinsdale’s house to the south. The dimensions
of the first plot match those of the undivided east garden on the O.S. 1:500 plan. The
smaller plot matches the narrow strip of land along the north wall of Dinsdale’s house
from its rear corner to the west end of his coal-hole, which was probably built after July
1828, for coal coming via the Lancaster canal, opened in 1819.
Before tracing the earlier history of Dinsdale’s property, it is worth studying what
happened to his son’s inheritance of 1831. On 12 August 1819 he was apprenticed
to a Kendal tailor, James Udall,19 to finish when he was 21 on 20 October 1826
(T 24). His father was described as a ham dealer. The son, within nine months of
completing his apprenticeship, married Ann Gott of Burneside at Kendal on 2 July
1827.20 Mannex’s Directory (1851, 325) gives his address as House of Correction Hill,
but the census records him in Stricklandgate, as a master tailor, aged 44, with wife
Ann, aged 45 (from Stainton) and one child Alexander (16), an apprentice tailor,
baptised on 25 December 1834. By 1871 this son, aged 36, was the shop-man at
Burneside Cooperative stores. Perhaps his change of career was brought about by
seeing his father struggling to make a living, as suggested by the following evidence.
Four years after receiving his inheritance, tailor Dinsdale on 10 August 1835
mortgaged two tenements to Mary Cowperthwaite of Kendal for £35. One was
occupied by Dorothy Jackson and he probably lived in the other. They included the
coal-hole, shared privy and dunghill, the west garden and the north half of the east
garden (T 29). Dinsdale’s copy of the 1831 deed, signed by both Carlisles (T 27), has
an endorsement acknowledging Mary Cowperthwaite’s receipt of £10 from Dinsdale,
on 11 February 1847, but no other payments or its redemption are recorded. By
another mortgage on the property, Thomas Field of Kendal paid Dinsdale £55 on
16 December 1856 when Atkinson Garnett and William Davies were tenants (T 30).
Problems arose when Field died on 16 June 1862. His will of 26 November 1858,
proved at Carlisle on 2 July 1862, made his son Isaac Field and son-in-law William
Marshall, gent., of Stepping Hill, Stockport, executors. On 4 December 1863, Isaac
Field died intestate, leaving a nephew Thomas William Marshall, of Stepping Hill,
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(son of William) as his heir. Tailor Dinsdale also died intestate on 31 March 1877,
aged 71. His heir was his only son Alexander, manager of Burneside Cooperative store.
As £55 was still owed on the mortgage, the heir sought a re-conveyance, granted on
2 May 1877 after payment of that sum. The study can now progress backwards, step
by step, from the first Alexander Dinsdale’s 1807 purchase.
Eighteenth century affairs
Alexander Dinsdale was aged 68 when he died in 1831, so was born about 1762-3 and
probably married Eleanor about 1795-8.21 Children were baptised at Holy Trinity:
George22 (21 April 1799); Isabella (24 January 1802); Jane (1804) and Alexander
(1805), both noted above. In 1807, Dinsdale was described as husbandman, the first
of five different trades in as many documents. The others were ham dealer (1819),
brewer (1824), yeoman (1828), meal and flour dealer (1831). He must have been
fairly successful to have bought Troughton’s property in 1824 and the garden behind
his three houses in 1828. On 27 June 1807 he bought a property from Michael
Carradus, waller of Kendal, for £80. It was described as ‘near adjoining the messuage
now or late belonging to Thomas Garnett, weaver’, already shown as no. 7 on Fig.
2, that Dinsdale bought in 1824 (CR 1d.). The 1807 property was a ‘burgage house
. . . with a small garden nearly adjoining, opposite [to] the door of the said dwelling
house on Fellside . . . being land of the late Catherine Queen Dowager paying 1d.
customary rent yearly and also 4s. [yearly] to [blank] Richardson’23 (T 22). The latter
charge originated in 1705, while the customary rent (hereafter CR) was first paid in
1654/5 when the northern house was added to the middle one. It is puzzling to find
that the archive has no deeds for the middle house (CR 4d.) later than 1670.24 To
overcome this, the northern house alone will be traced back to the 1650s to prove how
it related to the middle house, before the study examines later inhabitants, associates
and problems.
On 3 June 1790 the northern house, with the same description of its position and
Thomas Garnett,25 was bought by Michael Carradus for £12 from innkeeper George
Adlington (T 21), who followed that trade in Stricklandgate in 1787.26 Adlington
died before Carradus sold it in 1807, for £80 (T 22), a huge increase in price, as if
Carradus had perhaps bought the middle house and united it with the northern house
before the 1807 sale. Adlington had bought the northern house for just £7 16s. from
shoemaker Peter Borwick of Kendal on 18 December 1786 (T 20). All three deeds
recorded the 4s. rent and CR 1d. Borwick was probably elderly, past working and
probably needed cash, for the next earlier deed takes the story back fifty years, to the
simple will of Agnes Rooking, dated 24 July 1736 (T 16). She was in good health and
left a shilling to her brother John Rooking and to William Rooking. Her son Peter was
executor and was left her Fellside burgage house, garden and chattels. As a ‘spinster
of Kendal’ she had agreed to buy the house in March 1726, when widow Elizabeth
Nightingale, with consent of her sons William and Thomas, agreed to sell for £7 7s.,
to be conveyed on 24 June 1729 (T 14). Perhaps Agnes bought the house to be near
her son for his last two years of apprenticeship, since ‘Peter Borwick alias Rooking,
son of Agnes Rooking of Kendal, single woman’ was apprenticed on 23 March 1723/4
to shoemaker Thomas Garnett for seven years.27 Peter was similarly described on
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8 December 1710 when baptised at Holy Trinity and over 13 at indenture. Garnett
required a £3 fee plus ‘a year and a half meat’ valued at 30s. Perhaps he was an
ancestor of weaver Thomas Garnett who bought the house next-door-but-one in 1772
(T 18; Fig. 2, no.7) If Agnes had not yet provided her son’s food as agreed, her house
purchase would simplify that. Peter was about 25 when she made her will. He married
Jane Richardson on 27 May 1740. A daughter Jane was baptised on 9 November
1745. He would be 76 when he sold his house to Adlington in 1786.
The house had been bequeathed to Elizabeth Nightingale’s young sons by the will,
dated 1 April 1712, of Isabel Holme, widow of weaver Lawrence Holme. Events leading
up to this will be studied later. Isabel gained possession of the house on 19 April 1705
when she paid a ‘competent sum of money and 4s. per year rent’ to Edward Bethome
of Lyme Regis, Dorset, who inherited the house when his mother died in 1702
(T 12). Thus the 4s. rent payable to Richardson in 1786, 1790 and 1807 arose from
this agreement. The property was part of the Barony of Kendal (CR 1d.) ‘adjoining
the messuage heretofore in possession of Bartholomew Rowlandson’, who is crucial to
understanding the property’s earlier history.
Seventeenth century and subsequent affairs
Bartholomew Rowlandson is named in the first document in the collection, dated
8 January 1654/5 (T 1). The town clerk, Robert Harrison,28 signed to authorise a
decision of the court leet jury of Kendal that:
. . . being Called by John Pepper for the Viewing of a peece of ground belonginge to a house upon
the fell side which he latelie bought of Bartholomew Rowlandson, doe find by the best evidence
brought unto us that the said peece of ground lieing on the north end of the said house haveing
beene commonly used for a dunghill doth belonge unto the said house, And that John Pepper may
build in the said place, or use it for his owen comoditie, provided that he leave a space of two yards
and a halfe betwixt his end Wall and the end wall of Margaret Marshall house standing on the north
side beinge a sufficient way for Cart and horse or other necessarie occasions for man or horse, And
here unto we have put o[u]r hands the day & yeare above Written.
A true Coppie examined by [signature] Robert Harrison Towen Ck

The document’s date may suggest that Bartholomew Rowlandson was baptised at
Holy Trinity Church on 24 August 1609, son of Thomas Rowlandson of Kirkland. Its
first two lines contain an ambiguity that can be clarified using two other documents.
On 2 January 1657/8 John Pepper, yeoman of Underbarrow, sold to widow Elizabeth
Dixon of Kendal, for £10, ‘that part of the house which I lately built on the Fellside
. . . wherein widow Hetherington now dwells viz. from the wall whereon the chimney
now stands to the north end of the said house, reserving to me a little stable at the
northeast corner thereof’. Customary rent was 1d. and the sale included all ‘shelves,
glass, loose boards & other things that are mine’ (T 2). The other deed, of 7 January
1669/70 (T 5), notes that husbandman Bartholomew Rowlandson and his wife Agnes
sold their house and garden on ‘Fellside in Stricklandgate’ for £729 to Kendal mercer
James Simpson who died in 1690 after making a will in 1687 (not 1697 as in the
published Boke of Recorde, p. 250).30 This was only an investment. Customary rent of
4d. was payable as part of the King’s lands in the Barony of Kendal. It was described
as having been ‘late a barn-stead . . . purchased from Richard Bowman’.31
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Rowlandson’s conversion or rebuilding of the barn before Pepper’s adjoining 1655
development gives a clear mid-seventeenth century date for an extension to the
northern tip of Fellside’s core settlement area. The ambiguity is clarified, since Pepper
bought only a plot of land north of Rowlandson’s house, not the house. The wording
in 1658 seems to suggest that Pepper built the chimney in the party wall. Referring to
the 1831 sketch plan (Fig. 2) it is clear that, since no. 7 has been traced to a different
source, no. 6 was Rowlandson’s house. Thus Alexander Dinsdale’s no. 2 and 3 were
the house that Pepper built. The strip to be left north of Pepper’s house, between it
and Margaret Marshall’s house, would be the smaller piece bought by Dinsdale from
Dawson in 1828, so that Pepper built right up to his allowed northern limit.
Perhaps widow Hetherington was elderly and either died or gave up the tenancy soon
after 1658,32 for two deeds (T 3 and 4) show that on 4 March 1660/1, widow Elizabeth
Dixon sold that house ‘adjoining Bartholomew Rowlandson’s house’, to yeoman
Edward Bethome of Fellside,33 ‘for a competent sum of money’ and agreement that
Edward would repair the house during her life as if, after two years she found she
could not afford its upkeep, perhaps through age. Clearly Bethome did not live in
the house, but used it as an investment. When Mrs Dixon died, it would become his.
He died before 15 March 1668/9, when Edward, son of the late Edward Bethome of
Kendal, was indentured to a weaver, Robert Collyson.34 The parish registers record
the burial on 25 February 1683/4 of Anne, the daughter of Edward Bethome, late of
Fellside. Bethome’s own burial is noted only in the churchwardens’ accounts, with
other helpful items that help to bridge the register gap before 1679.35 In 1659, 16d.
was charged to hire a cloth to cover the corpse of William Willan ‘who dyed at Edward
Beetham’s of Felside’. In 1660, to hire a cloth and bury ‘Edward Bethome[’s] childe
of Felside in Stricklandgate’ cost 7s.; and, on 27 December 1665, 3s. 4d. was charged
for the ‘burial of Edward Beethome of Stricklandgate’. It is unusual to find a full date
in the accounts, but this was because the burial was authorised ‘per James Muckelt,
William Shepherd and the consent of some other churchwardens’.36 In addition to
his son Edward, he had at least two other young children and was probably part of a
family of shearmen favouring his forename.
The first such Edward Bethome was the sixth apprentice to be recorded in Kendal,
indentured to George Dawson, shearman, on 22 April 1576 and was listed as a freeman
soon after 1582. He gave 2s. to Kendal Grammar School building fund in 1588 as
a burgess in Stricklandgate, took on an Edward Wharton as an apprentice mercer in
1593, became one of the Borough’s Twenty-four Assistants on 6 October 1597, but
died of plague.37 The parish registers do not have his burial, perhaps through difficulty
dealing with all the victims. Edward Bethome of Stricklandgate had a son Edward
baptised on 3 November 1591. More baptisms followed: Margaret, 5 September
1593 (bur. 22 May 1594); James, 1 March 1595/6; Isabel, 11 March 1596/7 (bur. on
17th) and Annes (Agnes), 11 March 1597/8. Dorothy, wife of Edward Bethome of
Stricklandgate, was buried on 17 August 1598, only three weeks after the last recorded
plague death. On 15 February 1609/10 shearman Anthony Hewatson took on Edward
Bethome as apprentice who,38 if born in 1591, was the most recent of that identity in
the parish register and would be about 18¼ at indenture. The family baptism dates
leave no space for this Edward to have died and another Edward to be born before his
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parents died in 1697 and 1698. Though he was older than the usual apprentice age of
14 to 16, other cases were more extreme.39 He would finish his time in 1617. On 31
January 1624/5, he took on his first recorded shearman apprentice, John, the son of
the late Thomas Saule.40 On 31 January 1631/2, just three entries before the register
gap, Edward Bethome married Margaret Harrison of Skelsmergh.41 He took on John,
son of John Nesfield, to be a shearman-dyer apprentice on 25 December 1639.42 On
9 May 1661 the next Edward Bethome, shearman dyer, took on James Warde, son of
Richard Warde, as an apprentice for seven years,43 but Bethome died in 1665. His
son Edward was apprenticed in 1668/9 to Robert Collyson, weaver, probably a sign of
reduced prospects. As the father had young children at his death, he would be aged
about 30, so was born soon after the 1632 register gap began, and would have been
apprenticed to his father’s trade in about 1646-7.44 He would be married by 1655,
judging from his son’s apprenticeship date. His young widow inherited the property
and survived him by 37 years.45
Jane, widow of Edward Beetham late of Fellside, was buried on 12 June 1702, intestate.
Probate was granted on 25 July to Edward Beethom, land-waiter; William Bennett
gent., and Stephen Bowdidge, ‘costle man’ all of Lyme Regis, Dorset.46 The Bishop
of Chester used Tim Hallett, vicar of Lyme Regis, to make sure that Edward made an
inventory and settled the estate properly. If he was the only surviving child, perhaps
his mother felt a will was not necessary. The inventory (Appendix 1)47 was made by
Joseph Smallwood, George Wilson, Thomas Holme and Lawrence Holme on 16 June
1702. All were weavers and Lawrence Holme will feature shortly. Thomas Holme had
taken on Richard Collinson as apprentice on 1 May 1686. George Wilson, son of the
late George Wilson, weaver, was apprenticed on 25 March 1680 to a weaver Alexander
Pennington. Joseph Smallwood was the son of Thomas Smallwood, weaver, and on
25 April 1678 he was apprenticed to Robert Collinson, weaver, who, in 1669, also
took on Edward Bethome as apprentice.48 It seems that, from Dorset, Edward asked
trusted weaver acquaintances to apprize his mother’s effects. As Edward was born
about 1655, it was his father who agreed to maintain widow Dixon’s house in 1661
and that responsibility would pass to Jane. The details suggest that her weaver son later
left Kendal for a preferred way of life with the Customs and Excise Service and was
aged over 45 in 1702. Only the baptism of his daughter Jane in 1698 has been found at
Lyme Regis.49 The Fellside house was modestly furnished, with three upstairs rooms,
three downstairs and two butteries. The inventory totalled almost £90, including £70
in good bonds, no outstanding debts, and items of furniture in four other houses,
possibly of tenants. This suggests that her shearman husband made a good living,
but the inventory lists no workshops. Two iron racks and lead weights in the house
chamber; and some scales, lead weights and wool in the garret are possible signs of
storage space used by a shearman-dyer middleman in the Kendal cloth industry.
Returning to the Dinsdale deeds, on 19 April 1705 Isabel Holme obtained a lease on
her house from Jane Bethome’s heir, for if the 4s. rent was not paid within 20 days
of due dates, he could re-enter (T 12). The house (CR 1d.) adjoined Bartholomew
Rowlandson’s former house (CR 4d.), so had been Pepper’s house built 50 years
before. From Dorset, Edward Bethome would have wanted it to be let quickly. In
June 1702 Lawrence Holme was the oldest inventory apprizer and details of his life
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survive. On 6 July he agreed to pay Edward Bethome 29s. 7d. by New Years Day, ‘for
goods bought at widow Bethome’s sale made by Ben Bacchus and Myles Atkinson’
but a note states ‘this bill 10½d. short of the sale note’ (T 9). Weaver George Wilson
witnessed it.50 If Lawrence was not already the tenant of Pepper’s former house before
Jane Bethome died in June 1702, he certainly was by 23 July, when he paid William
Docker, card maker,51 30s. for a ‘Little shop or roome on the Fellside . . . next adjoining’
to Holme’s house, late in ‘possession of widow Jane Bethome’ at a peppercorn rent
(T 10). Docker’s father John, hatter and felt maker,52 had used the ‘Little shop’ as a
workshop, so it would allow Holme more weaving space in what must have been the
little stable excluded from Pepper’s sale to widow Dixon in 1657/8.
Lawrence Holme’s weaving life began on 22 January 1670/1 when, as a son of yeoman
Lawrence Holme of Kendal, he was apprenticed to Thomas Dixon, weaver, for eight
years,53 suggesting that he was then aged about 13 and would finish his time in January
1678/9. He married Isabel Nealson of Kendal on 30 May 1681, but no offspring
have been found in the parish registers. On 10 October 1682, Lawrence Holme
entered a bond for £10, to William Troughton, yeoman of Kendal, for performance
of covenants in an apprenticeship indenture (T 6). Kendal apprentice records have
no entry for a Troughton son at that time, but there were seven witnesses identified,54
presumably showing collective confidence in a friend taking on a first trainee. At least
two were weavers. Thomas Satterthwaite, ‘Stufe wevar in allhallow lane’, had a son,
Thomas, born on 28 March 1673.55 Another was Thomas Nightingale who died in
1708, and is of special interest, since his two sons later inherited Holme’s house.
However, Lawrence Holme did take on James Watterson, son of John Watterson of
Stramongate, as an apprentice weaver, on 2 June 1682.56 The date seems to suggest
that Troughton’s interest was in that indenture’s security, rather than as a parent
of an apprentice not in the borough lists. Holme’s next apprentice, indentured for
seven years on 29 September 1690, was John, son of widow Elizabeth Towers of
Ulverston.57 Later, on 19 November 1694, Richard Collinson of Kirkland, weaver,
bought unknown property worth £20 from Lawrence Holme and signed a £40 bond
to ensure ‘performance of covenants in a bargain and sale’58 (T 7). It gave no details
of what was sold, but if Collinson was the same person who was apprenticed to weaver
Thomas Holme on 1 May 1686,59 he would be 18 months out of his time and may
have been buying premises and/or equipment to set up in business. If Thomas and
Lawrence Holme were related, this may have influenced the deal.
The original indenture for Lawrence Holme’s next apprentice is in the archive
(T 8). William Dodgson, son of William Dodgson of Ulverston, tailor, was bound to
Holme on 25 July 1698, for seven years as a weaver. The apprentice probably knew his
predecessor, John Towers of Ulverston, who had finished his term a few months earlier
and also witnessed the indenture.60 The typical range of severely restrictive conditions
were set out, including good behaviour, faithful service to his master, no gaming,
alcohol, or sexual fulfilment, and so on. In return Lawrence was to teach him weaving
in the best manner, chastise him if necessary and provide him with lodging, food, drink
and washing of clothes; but William’s father was to provide woollen and linen clothes,
stockings and shoes. The charge for the indenture was 6s. 8d. and a summary was
duly entered in the Borough records as a typically abbreviated entry, which has been
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calendared as A 1147. Before William Dodgson finished his apprenticeship, Lawrence
Holme died in 1704 and was buried on 24 September aged about 46. As there is no sign
of William going to a new master, Lawrence’s widow, no doubt with help from John
Towers, probably took responsibility for his last year’s training, which might explain why
only this indenture exists in the archive. By a brief will on 21 September, Lawrence ‘sick
in body and much Indisposed’, made his wife executrix and left all to her. Isabel, John
Towers and weaver Thomas Nightingale were administrators, with Miles Atkinson and
George Gruby as supervisors. An inventory was made on 4 October 1704 by George
Wilson, Jonathan Kendall and Benjamin Bacchus (Appendix 2).61
As the inventory shows assets of just £57 3s. and debts of £120 6s. 6d., Lawrence
clearly had financial problems and the wording suggests that more claims were
expected. It lists modestly furnished rooms but, in contrast to Jane Bethome’s
inventory (Appendix 1), the number of rooms used for business needs and the amount
of trade items in them suggest that Holme was a hard-working weaver, despite his
financial troubles. His work house, with four looms and ‘4 white linseys’,62 perhaps
still on them, was probably the ‘Little shop’ bought from William Docker in 1702. A
‘new loft’ held another loom. Holme stored most stock in a little loft with a bed and
bedding, probably in the house where it would be more secure. Most was linen goods
such as stockings and sheets, but linen yarn worth £11 was the most valuable item,
almost 20 per cent of total assets. He had cotton yarn to make warp. By comparison,
his mare, cow, hay and other possessions were worth far less. The number of rooms
and their contents, both furnishings and textiles, seem surprising for a weaver so
burdened with debt, perhaps caused mainly by poor health.
Faced with this situation, how did Isabel cope in widowhood? On 20 October 1704
she mortgaged part of her property to pay Lawrence’s debt of £6, plus interest, to
saddler Thomas Kendall (T 11). A garden measuring 16 x 9 yards, ‘lately enclosed near
the west end of the Fellside in Kendal, near adjoining’ her house became security to
ensure payment, at 15s. twice a year at Whitsun and 11 November.63 It could be paid
off in four years, if interest was added to payments. Endorsements on the mortgage
are not easy to read, but Table 1 offers a stark impression of her problems in paying.
Isabel’s precarious finances probably ensured that every payment was noted on the
document. If so, she repaid just 10s. of capital per year, except when she made an
extra payment in 1709. She missed paying four times and took eight years to settle
£5 5s. of capital and 19s. 6d. interest. Interest for the first half-year indicates a 5
per cent rate. A half-yearly progressive credit and debit account suggests that she
still owed about 24s. at her death, when this and other debts would be settled. Even
if some payments were omitted, the gap-years and total time are signs that she had
difficulty with this and no doubt other aspects of life.
Isabel Holme made her will on 1 April 1712 when she was ‘infirm in body’. Her burial
is not recorded in the Kendal registers. As she had no children, she left her burgage
house and garden on Fellside equally to William and Thomas Nightingale, sons of
Thomas Nightingale, weaver, deceased (T 13). Lawrence and he were surely close
friends, since Thomas witnessed Lawrence’s will on 21 September 1704, was one of
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TABLE 1. Capital and interest payments on Isabel Holme’s £6 mortgage contracted
on 20 October 1704
Date
5 June 1705
x
x
30 Nov 1706
5 June 1707
18 Dec 1707
28 May 1708
24 Nov
2 Feb 1708[/9] #

Repaid
principal
20s.

10s.
--10s.
--10s.
25s.

Interest
£ s. d.
0-3-0

0-2-6
0-2-0
0-1-0
0-2-0
---

Date
18 June 1709
18 Nov 1709
1710
x
x
*16 Nov 1711
25 May [1712]
*5 Nov [1712]
[Totals

Repaid
principal
--10s.
---

Interest
£ s. d.*
0 - 1 - 9*
0 - 1 - 9*
0 - 1 - 6*

10s.*
--10s.
105s.

0 - 1 - 6*
0 - 1 - 3~
0 - 1 - 3*
0 - 19 - 6 ]

Notes:
x = No record of any payment.
* = Actually recorded as a combined payment of 11s. 6d.
~ = ‘Resceved by William Addinson on[e] haf yer use’, as if the mortgage had been transferred to him.
# = Presumably an extra payment to reduce the debt when she had some spare money.

three people granted the administration and he witnessed Isabel’s house transaction
on 19 April 1705. Her generous gesture might suggest that Thomas was related,64
perhaps with a mutual understanding that his sons would inherit, or he had a financial
stake in the house as if he helped to pay her husband’s debts and pay the ‘competent
sum’ for her to get the lease of her house. In March 1726 Elizabeth Nightingale, with
consent of her sons, sold the house for £7 7s. to Agnes Rooking, a spinster of Kendal,
to be conveyed on 24 June 1729 (T 14). Matthew Inman was a witness. On the stated
day the arrangement was concluded (T 15). On 28 October 1704, Elizabeth Hartley
of Highgate married Thomas Nightingale at Holy Trinity, where he was buried on
18 October 1708. Their sons were baptised – William on 7 April 1706 and Thomas
on 18 April 1708 – so were aged six and four when Isabel made a will. William was
apprenticed on 1 July 1720 to Matthew Inman, barber and wigmaker; witness to the
1726 deed.65 Thomas was apprenticed to shoemaker John Hartley (perhaps related) on
18 April 1723, for seven years, as a poor boy placed by the overseers, churchwardens
and justices who paid Hartley £3 of Charity School money to gain the placing.66 Thus,
the Nightingale family was experiencing very hard times also, and this would help to
explain why Thomas’s sons did not follow their father’s trade.
Conclusions
The later history of the property has already been detailed but can be summarised.
Agnes Rooking’s will of 1736 left it to her illegitimate son Peter Borwick. In 1786 he
sold it to innkeeper George Adlington, of Stricklandgate, for £7 16s., little more than
Agnes paid 60 years earlier. Adlington probably used it as a short-term investment
and sold it in 1790 for £12 to Michael Carradus, waller, who sold it for £80 to
the first Alexander Dinsdale in 1807. This great gain seems unlikely to result from
folly by Dinsdale who would be a capable entrepreneur to have bought additions to
his property in 1824-8. Price inflation in the Napoleonic War could be a factor. Or
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perhaps Carradus had bought the middle house and united it with his northern house
before selling to Dinsdale in 1807. This would help to explain the division indicated
on the 1910 Inland Revenue map in a single property. From Dinsdale’s death in 1831,
his son Alexander, tailor, owned the northern house but had mortgaged it from 1835
until he died in 1877. His shopkeeper son Alexander, of Burneside, and his heirs then
owned it until the redevelopment of Fellside in the 1950s. In 1910 the third Alexander
owned all three properties but, for the southern and middle ones it is not clear how
that happened. His grandfather bought the southern house in 1824 and probably
gave it to Jane, his daughter, before she married John Carlisle and then bequeathed
the middle house to her. Both could have been inherited by or sold to the Burneside
branch of the family before 1910, because deeds back to 1772 about the southern
house survive in the archive, as does the 1670 deed, when Bartholomew Rowlandson
sold the middle house to mercer James Simpson. The absence of deeds for this house
after 1670 not only obscures the transactions by which it reached Michael Carradus or
Alexander Dinsdale by 1807, but also suggests that, as that property was owned by the
former Burneside postmaster in 1910, the 1670 deed in the archive was accidentally
overlooked when the middle property was either sold between 1910 and the 1950s, or
the missing deeds were eventually surrendered to form the basis for new deeds for the
modern properties in Rosemary Lane.
These problems, however frustrating, do not undermine the considerable amount of
valuable social detail revealed about Fellside in a period of three centuries. It reflects
a community spirit and cohesion similar to that expressed in Gerald Williams’s study
of Fellside. Not surprisingly, weaving was the trade most commonly encountered in
the documents, and it is satisfying that many weavers witnessed important documents
such as conveyances and wills, acted as executors and apprized inventories for
colleagues. They helped dependants over difficulties caused by debt or the death of
a breadwinner. Most craftsmen had to rent a house and workshop, or hope to inherit
them. A few weavers, such as Thomas Garnett and his successor Miles Troughton,
did manage to buy a house, while relatively well-off Kendal businessmen bought
other properties as investments, sometimes when self-interest was perhaps tempered
by charitable motives, as when shearman Edward Bethome agreed to maintain
widow Dixon’s house during her lifetime. Further investors were innkeeper George
Adlington, mercer James Simpson, both of Stricklandgate, draper John Dawson of
Finkle Street and John Pepper of Underbarrow who let his new house to widow
Hetherington before 1658, but then retained the small stable for his own purposes.
Tailor Dinsdale also let his inherited property before 1851, perhaps more through
necessity than as investment, while he lived on House of Correction Hill. The identity
of some of their tenants has been found but, as an even more humble layer of society,
details of their lives have proved very difficult to trace.
The grinding poverty identified by Gerald Williams was clearly a continuation of a
situation that had existed for centuries. Widow Elizabeth Dixon had not the resources
to keep her house repaired and widow Isabel Holme had great difficulty repaying a £6
mortgage in twice the agreed time. Similarly, tailor Alexander Dinsdale did not pay
off his mortgage before he died, and it was left to his only son, who had given up the
same trade and moved away from Fellside to find an adequate living in Burneside, to
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settle it. Likewise, it is clear that widow Jane Bethome’s son Edward gave up his trade
as a Kendal weaver to seek a better life as a customs officer. Widespread poverty in
the population encouraged substandard building and scant attention to hygiene which
led to poor health and, too often, early death for individuals such as Lawrence Holme,
who died aged about 46, and Thomas Nightingale, who died within four years of
marriage. His wife was left to bring up two sons, aged 2½ and six months, in poverty
and needed charity money to get the second an apprenticeship. It is perhaps not
surprising that Edward Bethome, Alexander Dinsdale, the Nightingale boys and many
others chose not to follow in their father’s trade. Thus a decline in Kendal’s weaving
trade is seen, and was experienced, in very personal situations and decisions, and not
merely as a result of economic factors. In the light of such unfavourable circumstances,
life elsewhere in Cumbria must have been very hard for so many recruit apprentices
to commit themselves, with approval of parents, to such conditions in the hope of
achieving a better life. Some were lucky and appear above the threshold of history, but
very many were not and are difficult to trace, or even died during training. This study
has shown that, with suitable documents, the less fortunate of society can be revealed
in considerable detail, despite obvious gaps and problems in the evidence.
190 Oxford Road, OX14 2AE
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CRO (K), WT/ DV/ 2/ 28, schedule, page 50. Map: O.S. 1:1,250, xxxviii, 8, SW.
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Located at the north end of Dale Avenue off Shap Road, 200 yards north of Kendal railway station.
At Stricklandgate Methodist Church, CRO (K), microfiche RG 4, vol. 3.
This Alexander Carlisle went on to sire by his wife Elizabeth: Jane Elizabeth (20 September 1854);
George (5 February 1857) and William (18 April 1859) (CRO (K), WDFC/ M/ 2/ 81/1). Then, at St.
Thomas’s church, Kendal, there followed baptisms of Alexander and Elizabeth (both 25 September
1864), Thomas Dinsdale [Carlisle] (4 August 1867) and Eleanor (27 March 1870) (CRO (K), WPR/
94). Dinsdale Carlisle by his wife Mary Ann, then fathered: Anne Maria (1874) and Frederick Henry
(1881) (CRO (K), WDFC/ M/ 2/ 81/2).
Clearly shown on the O.S. 1: 500 plan, supported by the 1831 plan labelling: ‘Entrance to No. 3 above’.
Mary Nelson, widow of Fellside, was buried at Holy Trinity church on 4 November 1833, aged 81. Her
husband, Edmund Nelson, had been buried there on 31 July 1825, aged 84.
Payable to the Earl of Lonsdale. Unfortunately Barony of Kendal admittances at CRO (C), D/Lons/ L5 /
2 / 11, are of little use for studies of Kendal. Customary rents in the Barony will be shown as (CR ....).
Bellman (O.E.D): a town-crier, formerly a night-watchman who called the hours, referred to by Samuel
Pepys. However, at Kendal parish church, when Edward Wilkinson of Kirkland was buried on 30
January 1682/3 he was described as ‘Belman.’ The conditions of his employment when he was appointed
as Sexton, on 30 June 1679, required him, among burial and cleaning duties, to ring the church bell
each day for morning and evening service and on Sundays ‘to procure a sufficient number [of persons]
to ring the bells’ for each of three morning services and evensong. His widow Debora then continued
his work (CRO (K), WPR/ 38, W1, churchwardens’ accounts).
Wood’s Map of Kendal (1833). In 1829 John Dawson was a draper and tea dealer in Finkle Street.
(Parson and White, 665)
In 1829 James Udall was listed as a tailor, clothes dealer and draper in Stricklandgate. (Parson and
White, 667). The conditions of this surviving indenture were almost exactly the same as those in 1698,
referred to below.
A marriage witness was William Udall, perhaps related to the apprentice’s master (see notes 19 and 22).
She would have been aged about 21-24. My searches failed to find his baptism and marriage.
At Holy Trinity Church, this George Dinsdale married Elizabeth Udale of Kendal in July 1819, and
had children baptised at Stricklandgate Methodist church: Ellener, 17 February 1820; Elizabeth, 3 May
1820 (perhaps twins); Isabella, 12 September 1821; Mary Ann, 22 April 1825; Jane, 21 June 1827; and
George, 1 August 1831.
The italics are mine, for emphasis.
Searches in the Barony of Kendal records at Carlisle (note 16) found no appropriate evidence for 16701807.
Garnett sold his property to Miles Troughton on 13 February 1790 (T 19).
The 1787 Westmorland census lists Adlington’s family as his wife Sarah, son Edmund and a servant
named Agnes Adlington, probably a relative. L. Ashcroft (ed.) Vital Statistics (1992), 302.
For Peter’s apprenticeship see Calendar, A 1662. Peter was probably named after his father since, on
1 April 1730, a Peter Borwick’s son James was apprenticed to John Braithwaite, currier (later revised
to being placed with James Bellingham of Kendal, currier), from the same date (Calendar A 1788 & A
1835). James was not a son of the apprentice Peter whose term would not end until March 1730/1.
Town clerk from 1653 to 1662. C.B. Phillips in new Introduction to R.S. Ferguson, Boke of Recorde of
the Burgh of Kirkby Kendal (1892), p. xxxii. CWAAS Extra Series vii, (2001 reprint). (Hereafter, BoR).
Rowlandson soon died a pauper. In their accounting year 1670-71, the Kendal Chamberlains paid him
1s. ‘towards his present maintenance’ and then laid out 5s. 7d. ‘for a winding sheet’ (shroud) for him.
CRO (K), WSMB/K box 27, Chamberlains’ accounts, 1670-71.
James Simpson was sworn a freemen mercer in 1660, became Mayor in 1670 and 1682. (BoR, 25, 61)
He died on 2 October 1690, ‘after a long consumptive-sickness’ and was described as ‘an honest, sober
and prudent Tradesman . . . very well affected to the Church, & to the Government, & he had a true
kindness to the Corporation, being a good Benefactor of it’. B. Tyson (ed.), The Estate and Household
Accounts of Sir Daniel Fleming of Rydal Hall, 1688-1701 (2001), 115. The Boke of Recorde error was
caused by a poorly written ‘8’ being mistaken as a ‘9’ (Independently checked ). So Simpson’s will was
made on 9 June 1687.
There was a master shoemaker, Richard Bowman, who took on Thomas Atkinson, son of Mary Atkinson
widow of Kendal, as an apprentice on 1 April 1645. Calendar, A 411.
I have been unable to find further information about her.
He was actually a shearman-dyer.
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Calendar, A 636.
The author is currently preparing a calendar of nearly 1,200 burials recorded in the Kendal
Churchwardens’ Accounts from 1658 to 1680, to help bridge the 1632-79 register gap.
CRO (K), WPR/ 38, W1, 1658-1687. In 1665 Muckelt was one of three churchwardens for Stramongate
and Shepherd represented Whinfell. As a normal duty was to ensure that parishioners attended church
regularly, Bethome may have been absent for some time (perhaps ill) and they needed to give permission
for his burial. J. Richardson, Local Historian’s Encyclopaedia (1974), 45b. No other entries have similar
information.
BoR (2001), 258, 52a, 227, 261, 34; and Calendar A 6 and A 93.
Calendar, A 248.
For example when Robert Blisse was apprenticed to Anthony Hewatson on 20 January 1603, he was
aged about 18½ (Calendar, A 200 and 247) and would finish his time nine months before Edward
Bethome was taken on by the same master. The most extreme case found in Kendal was widow Grace
Redman, apprenticed when she was aged nearly 26, to her widowed mother Janet Christopherson as a
mercer on 8 August 1727 (Calendar, A 1705).
Calendar, A301.
It is possible that this might have been his second marriage as an Edward Bethome had married Isabel
Robinson ‘of Strickland’ on 6 November 1624, but she ‘of Strickland Roger’ was buried on 21 August
1628.
Calendar, A 356.
Calendar, A 578.
No record of this exists in the surviving but very incomplete Borough apprenticeship records.
No relevant Bethome wills have been found in the Archdeaconry of Richmond records.
Land-waiter: a Customs officer, also called a Riding Officer, a member of the Landguard, whose duties
lay in coast watching to intercept smugglers, hence ‘costle man’; complementary to the Waterguard
whose role was similar but at sea. Tide-waiters were shore-based officers who boarded vessels on arrival
at ports from abroad. Developed from information in David Phillipson, Smuggling, a History, 1700-1970
(David & Charles, 1973).
Archdeaconry of Richmond wills, Kendal Deanery, on microfilm at CRO (K), GL88.
For these apprenticeships see Calendar, A 851, A 795, A 793, A 636 respectively.
The father’s surname was spelt Bethem (Information kindly found by archivists at Dorset Record
Office).
No doubt the weaver who helped make the inventory, the other witness was John Studdam, also a
weaver who took on Christopher Fisher, son of John Fisher (carrier) as apprentice on 1 March 1691/2.
Cards, of wire bristles mounted in leather, were used for combing wool before spinning it.
John Docker, ‘Hattar o’th’ Fellside’, appears to have had another son, John, born on 27 February
1670/1. L. Ashcroft, Diary of a Kendal Midwife, 1669-1675 (2001), 15.
Calendar, A 658. Kendal Chamberlains paid Holme 30s. ‘towards his preferment to apprenticeship’ no
doubt because he was a good candidate for support but his parents were too poor to pay a master’s fee.
CRO (K),WSMB/K box 27, Chamberlains accounts, 1670-71.
The witnesses were: Richard Beck, Thomas Satterthwaite, James Hudson, Christopher Woodburne,
William Mitchell, William Nightingale and Thomas Nightingale.
L. Ashcroft, Diary of a Kendal Midwife (2001), 34.
Calendar, A829. In 1682-83 the Kendal Chamberlains paid Holme £2 to take James Watterson as an
apprentice, indicating that his parents were poor. In 1670-71, the Chamberlains paid 4s. to ‘Widow
Watterson towards her maintenance in child bed’, probably with her late husband’s posthumous child.
CRO (K), WSMB/K, 1682-83 and 1670-71. For James’s brother John see A782.
Calendar, A988.
Witnesses were George Gruby, George Wilson and John Wilson. George Gruby was apprenticed as a
stuff weaver with William Pennington on 18 March 1670/1, and his brother Robert Gruby was bound
to stuff weaver Richard Holme 16 days earlier (Calendar, A 656, A 655 respectively).
Calendar, A 851.
The other witnesses were Thomas Rowlandson and Thomas Greene.
Archdeaconry of Richmond Wills, 1704, microfilm at CRO (K). Ben. Backhouse (Calendar, A902,
A964 ); George Gruby (A917, A980) and George Wilson (A 795) were all weavers.
Linsey-woolsey was a mixed fabric of wool and linen used for furnishings and clothing of poorer people.
Joy Bristow, Local Historian’s Glossary of Words and Terms (2001), 112.
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My italics. As the garden opposite her house measured only 12 x 6 yds, it is feasible that the garden
mentioned was part of an encroachment from Kendal Fell common, reported not later than 1770, when
Peter Borwick and John Troughton were stated to have a garden that had been ‘... taken off the Common
by one Lawrence Holme, a former owner, about 65 years since, [and] is about half a rood of Land’. No
location was given (CRO (C), D/Lons / L5/ 2/ 11/ 273). Half a rood (an eighth of an acre) would allow
ample space for Holme’s part of it.
My searches were unable to prove this.
Matthew Inman, son of James Inman (deceased cordwainer of Kendal) had been apprenticed for eight
years to John Hudson, barber surgeon, from 18 March 1699/1700. Calendar, A 1170.
Calendar. William Nightingale, A 1570; Thomas Nightingale, A 1631; John Hartley, son of widow Anne
Hartley was apprenticed to Thomas Strickland, shoemaker, on 24 May 1706 or 1707 (A 1294 ).

APPENDIX 1
The Inventory of Jane Bethome of Fellside, apprized 16 June 1702.
Impr[imi]s her Linnen & Woollen Apparell
Itm in Parlour loft a bedstead with bedding
A Table & other odd things
Itm in the Garrett room a pair of Scales lead Weights Wooll & some other things
Itm in the House Chamber a trundle bed wth beding & five blanketts
some lead Weights a paire of Iron Racks & other odd things
Itm In the Parlour a Wainscott bed stocks a feather bed with other bedding
some Sheets & table linnen
a Table press & other odd things & a Cupboard
two old silver spoones
Seven pewther dishes
Itm in the Low buttery 11 pewther dishes a flaggon & some other odd pewther & beefe
Lead with some other things
Itm in the High buttery a Kettle a brass Morter a fusing pan 2 or 3 little pans
& some other small Goods
Itm in the House a Table 3 Screens 4 Chaires 6 stooles a ratten Crook & other odd things
Itm in the Kitchen a Cupboard a Crook a pair of Tongs & other things
Itm in Martin Willan House 2 pair of bedstocks & an old Chaire
Itm in George Parkins house a Cupboard a paire of bedstocks a Table a dish board
Itm in James Harrison’s house a Cupboard
Itm in John Rowlandson’s house a pair of bedstocks
Itm in money in the house
in Irish halfe pence
Itm in bonds supposed Good
Tot[al]
In des[p ?]ate bonds *
Funeral Expences

£ s. d.
3 0 0
1 10 0
0 5 0
0 3 0
0 16
1 15
0 5
1 0
0 2
0 10

0
0
0
0
6
0

1 15

0

0 13
0 11
0 3

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

3
4
0
0

0
0
6
6

6 11
0 2
70 0
89 9

3
1
0
9

17
8

0
0

0
0

Note: * The middle letter is unclear, but a ‘p’ would suggest des[per]ate bonds; debts with little hope of
recovery and therefore in the debit rather than the credit section of the inventory.
Joy Bristow, Local Historian’s Glossary of Words and Terms (2001), 53.
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APPENDIX 2
The inventory of Lawrence Holme of Fellside, apprized 4 October 1704.
Imp[rimi]s all his Apparell
In the parlour a Cupboard & little Table & other things
In the House 2 Tables 4 Chaires 2 Screens an Iron pott & Sconce things
In the buttery 12 pewther dishes 2 flagons & other small pewther
a barrell & other wood vessell
In the Kitchin a large Kettle 2 pans 1 pott
Two Girdles & brandrith 1 Grate & rattin Crook
Two Tables a Churn & other wood vessells
On the backside 1 Lead 2 hives of bees
In the House loft 2 bedds & bedding
one Chest & Meal & two little Chests
In the little loft 1 pair of bedstocks with bedding
Cotton yarn
4 doz[e]n Stocking at 6s. p. doz[e]n
3 doz[e]n at 3s. p doz[e]n
2 doz[e]n more
2 p[ar]cell Stocking more
4 p[ai]r Sheets & box
a Chest & table & other things
a p[ar]cell of Lin yarn
In the Kitchen loft a p[ar]cell of beding
a pair of bedstocks & beding & other odd things
In the worke house 4 p[ai]r Looms spools wheeles a beif Tub
4 white linces [linseys]
In the old loft a feather bedd & other things
In the new loft one pair of Looms Gaus [gauze ?] & bobbins two Chists & odd yarn
a p[ar]cell of Hay £2 10s. a Mare £1 10s.
a cow
In another loft Linn yarn
A Gun & Muskett

Debts owing by bonds & otherwise, already com’d to knowledge
Funeral Expences
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£
4
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
0
1
2
0
0
6
1
0
2
3
1
2
4
3
4
00
57
120
2

s. d.
0 0
10 0
0 0
4 0
6 0
3 0
17 0
0 0
0 0
10 0
4 0
15 0
10 0
4 0
9 0
8 0
10 0
12 0
14 0
10 0
0 0
15 0
5 0
10 0
2 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
10 0
15 0
3 0
6
0

6
0
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